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One of the beauties that visited Ken and Wendy’s ‘shed’    

for the June outing— a 1950 RMC with custodians Richard 

and Karen 
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Editorial 

Pickings were a bit slim this month with a dis-

tracted editor who is building a new play room 

and  getting JYM, a 1949 RMC, on the road. 

So no stories about the Riley 9. 

Thank you to Mike Bramwell whose keen eye 

picked up an on-line picture of Beryl Young’s 

Riley 9 at  auction. Thanks also to Wendy 

Lonie who reported on the Riley run to the 

Boondall Wetlands  and Chris Reynolds who 

told a story about one of our newest mem-

bers, Emma Pyke  and her 1953 RME. 

One of the affects of Covid 19 is a slowing 

down of industry. It was November last year 

when the Riley 9 Mark 3 engine was taken to 

the machinist. It required sleeves for the bores 

and bearings. It is now July and I have almost 

forgotten what it looked like.  

The Editor appreciates receiving articles by the 21st of the month 
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July Activities 

Tuesday Morning 7th: Riley Tinkerers at the 

Clubhouse, Samford. Restoration activities, 

friendship and technical advice. BYO lunch and 

drinks. Tea and coffee provided. 

Thursday 9
th

 8 PM: Monthly Meeting of 
the RMCQ at the Riley Clubhouse, 38 Show-
grounds Drive, Highvale 4520, Samford 
Show Grounds. 

Sunday 12
th

 Meet at the Clubhouse at 11am. 
Lunch at 12 noon followed by a gymkha-
na.  Lunch will be a barbeque, rissoles, snags, 
and salad and one can of soft drink. All other 
drinks are BYO. The cost for lunch will be 
$10.  So bring your appetite, your Rileys and 
bonhomie. RSVPs would be appreciated for 
catering purposes. The gymkhana will be 
fiercely competitive and the winner will receive 
a bottle of wine.  Hopefully the weather will be 
kind and a great day will be had by all. 
 

Tuesday Morning 14th and 21st: Riley Tink-

erers at the Clubhouse, Samford. Restoration 

activities, friendship and technical advice. BYO 

lunch and drinks. Tea and coffee provided. 

 
Sunday 26

th
  9 AM: The breakfast run for July 

will be to Tinchi Tamba at Deepwater Bend.   
We will meet in Samford at 0800 to leave at 
0815 routing via Eatons Xing road, Kremzow 
road, then right onto Southpine road. Just over 
the highway first left into Kluver street to the 
site. 
Either join in enroute or go direct. 
Regards. Trevor. 
0407 717 853. 
 
Tuesday Morning 28th: Riley Tinkerers at the 

Clubhouse, Samford. Restoration activities, 

friendship and technical advice. BYO lunch and 

drinks. Tea and coffee provided. 

Letters to the editor 

Congratulations and thanks for another interest-
ing newsletter. I have just been surfing the inter-
net and came across this auction result from 
RM Sotherby’s Santa Monica  2017 auction. 
Not sure if this has come to anyone’s attention 
but thought I would send it on to you anyway. 
This car was owned by former Queensland 
member Beryl Young about thirty years ago and 
was sold to the USA. She used the car enthusi-
astically and I recall seeing it at the Ipswich Na-
tional Rally in the gymkhana which I think was 
held at the Coominya homestead.  
 
Beryl was the QLD government’s chief pilot and 
Sir Joh Bjelke-Petersen’s personal pilot flying 

the Queensland government’s Beech Super 
King Air 200 turbo props and British Aerospace 
Bae 125-800B business jet for him. She also 
had a restored Tiger Moth hangered at Boonah 
airfield and I have photos somewhere of a club 
run with us in front of the hanger.  
 
Her last venture in Rileys was an RMC Road-
ster that she had Bill Cardno Restorations of 
Sandgate restore for her. In all respects a re-
markable achievement. Interestingly the Riley 9 
still wears its QLD Historic registration plates. 
 
Regards 
               Mike Bramwell. 
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Letters to the editor continued 

As a member who has had a great deal of sup-
port from the club, thought I’d share the first 
moments of RNN-112 hitting the road again 
after 50 odd years. It was only en route to the 
inspection process to get the paperwork to get 
the historic rego issued, via a trailer, but it was 
and is a milestone for me. But it took about 3 
hours to get it off the trailer and back into the 
garage when I got home after the inspection. 
Funny about that, fancy forgetting how to drive 
down the driveway... 
Of course it’s not finished (headlining still 
hanging around my ears, no Rexine on the 
roof, no back window, no carpet, no bumpers, 
no driving lights, no hubcaps) but it,s now reg-

istered so I can at least start the de-bugging 
process (were Riley brakes always that bad or 
do I just need to burnish them again after con-
verting to fully floating shoes on the front?)  
And I’d forgotten just how heavy the steering is 
(new Michelin Agilis 195/75R16C notwithstand-
ing) even with all new bearings in the rack. I’ll 
need to raise the bar on my weightlifting pro-
gram. 
And with great thanks and gratitude for the 
eternal patience and good humour of the 
Club’s spare parts Officer, Mark Baldock, with-
out whom this would never have happened. 
Cheers 
Iain Robilliard 

Club run to the Boondall Wetlands by Wendy Lonie 

Covid19 restrictions were partly lifted early in 
June, so Queensland Rileys took advantage of 
this to have a mini get together. Ten people 
were permitted to congregate in an open space 
observing social distancing, 
so our first little event was a 
visit to the Boondall Wet-
lands Environmental Centre. 
The Centre is excellent, 
very welcoming and with 
lots of information on the 
area. It is very popular  with 
bike riders, walkers and pic-
nickers.  We set up camp at 
tables under a shelter for a 
BYO lunch and caught up 
with how members had 

used their time in isolation over the previous 
few months. It seems a lot of work went into 
their Rileys, the gardening and jigsaw puzzles. 
A most delightful way to spend a lazy Sunday. 
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June Outing to Ken and Wendy Lonie’s shed 

Twenty Riley Motor enthusiasts attended the 

first club outing following the easing of Covid 

19 restrictions. Instead of a handshake or hug 

we were all welcomed by being asked to show 

our hands to receive a squirt of a clear sub-

stance and a warning to observe social dis-

tancing. The rain and the clear substance did 

not seem to affect our affection for all things 

Riley and somehow the ladies seemed to drift 

off to observe social distancing in the kitchen 

whilst the men gathered at a similar distance 

from one another around Ken’s RMB, below          

RM special (RMG) 

, 

Monaco  

and Rugby Ute, pictured below.  

In due course the Rugby was fired up and pro-

duced a healthy heartbeat. The carburettor 

looked remarkably like a triple diffuser 

(confuser) and upon questioning, Ken replied 

that its identity was unknown, and that Robin 

Hull had supplied it. Upon further examination 

all that could be drawn from Robin was a wink.  

During the inspection of Ken and Wendy’s auto 

collection the editor drifted outside to see what 

Rileys had assembled. There were two RMBs, 

two RMCs, two RMDs, an RMF and an RMH 

(Pathfinder). Besides these there was a type F 

Jaguar and an MG Onda as well as a range of 

other moderns. It appeared that Rob Carter 

had travelled the greatest distance to attend 

the meeting and after them Arthur and Pam 

Ewart. The award for the smartest Riley was 

Ian and  Wilma Henderson’s RMC who parked 

inside the shed doors out of the rain. Photos of 

the cars that attended the outing appear at the 

end of this story. 

After a short time, Ken took us for a tour of his 

current projects. We looked at his metal ‘A’ 
posts, pictured below a copy of the original 
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Above Ken showing Graham his current 

project, a Riley Special 

On the floor was Ken’s current project  in its 

early stage of being built into an RM special. It 

consisted of a scuttle, window surround and 

front doors fitted onto the middle of a chassis. 

The front body support had been removed and 

fitted further back on the chassis to make a 

special with an extended bonnet.  

He then demonstrated his bead roller, some-

times called a swage or a jenny. The sample 

product being produced was side vents for 

bonnet sides.  

Above: The bead roller demonstration 

After that black smithing skills were demon-

strated as he rolled the top portion of a door 

over timbers to produce the look of a roadster 

door.  

Below: A black smithing demonstration 

The last demonstration was a rotating table 
that was fitted to his mill bed. He had con-
structed the table from an RMA and RMB fly-
wheel. A worm with a crank handle had also 
been manufactured to turn the table and this 
was mounted on his mill. The tool was made 
for milling arcs or circular profiles on the mill. 

Below: A Rolling table fitted to Ken’s mill 
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Lunch was then taken in a variety of locations 
including the upstairs kitchen, a dining table 
set up on the shed floor and in standing posi-
tions around the shed, all demonstrating a po-
lite social distancing in accordance to our host-
ess’ guidance. Conversations about all things 
Riley were enjoyed; some particularly focused 
around the RMC that sported a rear window 
that was attached to the hood with Velcro.   

Above and below: Richard and Karen’s 
RMC 

Another focus perhaps only mine was Mike 
Bramwell’s MG Onda pictured below that 
could break the freeway speed limit in first 
gear.  

All participants enjoyed a very special outing to 
the Lonie’s Moffatt Beach Shed. 

Above: Brian and Lyn Jackson’s RMF and 
Below: Chris Reynold’s RMD 

Above Greg and Yvonne’s RMH and below: 
Ian  and Wilma Henderson’s RMC 
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Emma Pryke and 53 RME by Chris Reynolds 

Emma Pryke is one of our new members and 

is busy with the restoration of her Riley, assist-

ed by her partner James Paul.  Emma  hails 

from  Queensland, living in Beerburrum, 

Woodford and now  Caboolture, while James 

is originally from Goulburn NSW. 

Emma is no novice to car restorations, but this 

is her first Riley and she’s never tackled such 

an old car, nor one with a timber framed body. 

And her car does need a fair bit of work as you 

can see from the photos.   

Emma purchased the car in February this year 

from Victoria. The car had been bought by a 

previous owner some 20 years ago and resto-

ration commenced but not completed. It’s a 

1953 RME  (hence the new number plate Em-

ma has purchased).  Emma also bought a 

number of parts from a 2.5 litre car to supple-

ment those which came with the car. 

At this stage Emma and James are busy mak-

ing and replacing key body woodwork. New 

timber sills have been made by James and are 

in the process of being fitted, and these will be 

followed by replacement A pillars. Roof wood 

work will follow. 

Below: Driver side sill replaced  

Some other work is also underway, notably in-

ternal trim and seats in beige, with new leath-

erwork undertaken by James’ mother.  Engine 

and gearbox appear sound, but will be 

checked over before installation. Many of the 

chrome work items were re-plated by the previ-

ous owner and other items, such as new  roof 

covering and new wiring loom is also on hand  

for use in the Riley 
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Above: ‘A’ pillars awaiting installation 

and adjacent some of the chromed 

parts  

When completed the car will sport grey 

and black paintwork. Emma estimates 

that realistically the work will take 18-24 

months to complete, given that she’s a busy 

mother working usually 6 days a week! We will 

all look forward to seeing its progress. 

 

Below: Emma and the chromed radiator 

grill. 
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Assembling and adjusting the front end of JYM – a 1949 roadster 

Cutting out the centre of the rubber support to 

fit over the locating post on the two bottom fix-

ing bolts brought the radiator down below the 

rim of the grill. The rubber support was still ad-

equate to carry the radiator and the lo-

cating posts fitted neatly into the centre 

of the holes for the fixing posts. A sec-

ond delight was that the crank handle 

still fitted under the radiator through the 

gap made for it. The clamps to adjust toe 

in on the steering rods needed to be 

turned to prevent the steering from foul-

ing with the radiator fixing bolts but with 

that done the radiator sat in its position 

comfortably.  

 

Above: The radiator sitting straight and   

under bonnet height 

So, the task of the moment was to fit the mud-

guards, side panels and bonnet pieces. Previ-

ous experience of RM front ends anticipated  

that adjustments could involve some fiddling 

and this RM proved to be no different. One of 

the interesting aspects of the fixings for the 

mudguards is that instead of the number plate 

panel being used to hold the guards against 

the grill, there are drillings through the front of 

the guards into a heavy steel component weld-

ed to the apron. At first it was thought that this 

was the innovation of a previous custodian, but 

the same drillings appear in Ian Henderson’s 

guards, so they are original.  

Above: The number plate panel in situ 

The number plate panel came in three parts. 
Interestingly it was painted in JYM’s original 
colour; cream but like some areas of the paint 
on the body, the paint had cracked and in plac-
es it had come away from the metal. On closer 
inspection, it was noticed that it was a very 
well-made replica of the original. Perhaps the 
front-end crash mentioned in a previous Tor-
quetube had completely destroyed the original 
panel. The paint came off the side pieces with 
a knife indicating that the panel had not re-
ceived much preparation before painting. The 
centre piece, although honeycombed with 
cracks, had an etch primer, a thick layer of fill-
er, and at least two layers of primer before the 
topcoat was applied. This was all stripped back 
to bare metal. Next day the metal was put un-
der a heat lamp and an etch primer was 
sprayed onto the metal. This was followed by a 
few coats  of primer/filler and then the fire en-
gine red topcoat was applied.  

The trial fitting of the front end was next on the 
agenda. The guards went on without issue with 

the bolt holes lining up at the front of the guard 
and the rear fitting snugly against the running 
boards. The centre piece for the bonnet was 
fitted up to the poorly soldered grill that came 
with the Riley and this was bolted up to the 
centre of the window surround above the scut-
tle. The bonnet side pieces fitted up to the grill 
and the driver’s side bonnet half  went on with-
out any issues. At this stage, the bonnet side  
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Above: The guards fitted 

was sitting too far forward and away from the 
centre piece. 

Previously, it had been noticed that the support 

frames for the bonnet halves had been re-

placed with heavier gauge steel and for some 

reason the fixing bolts on the passenger side 

had not been fitted into place when the bracket 

was fitted to the passenger side bonnet piece. 

That necessitated the removal of the brackets 

to fix the bolts into place and at the time I won-

dered how accurately the bolt holes had been 

drilled. The brackets were fixed to the bonnet 

with 1/8
th
 countersunk bolts just in case the 

bolts needed to be moved to  refit the bolts into 

their correct places. With both sides of the bon-

net fitted there was not enough adjustment to 

bring the bonnet sides up to the window sur-

round and the bonnet centre panel.  

Below: The bonnet brackets 

The number plate panels were fitted and inter-

estingly the openings for the grill fixing bolts 

corresponded with the apron grill fixing points 

so the original grill was fitted and it sat fairly 

centrally in the opening. Some paint repairs 

were necessary on the front guards but after 

this was done the headlamp pods were fitted.  

Below: The grill in situ 
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The last thing done was the minor fitting up of 

the bonnet halves. They were about 1/4 of an 

inch out from the bonnet centre and 1/4 of an 

inch forward of the windscreen surround. This 

could be remedied by moving the bolts on the 

bonnet halves or cutting the slots in the hinges 

to allow the bonnet halves to fit up to the bon-

net centre piece and the window surround. 

Eventually it was decided to employ the easier 

option and the bonnet halves were removed. 

The centre piece was taken off, the hinges re-

moved and  re-set so that the adjustment slots 

were slightly further back. The bonnet centre 

was then refitted and when the bonnet halves 

were re-fitted they fitted up to the edges quite 

comfortably.  

Below: The bonnet fitted 

After that the chromed bumper bar parts were 

fitted. This was no mean feat as the steel sup-

port bar needed to be fitted with the backing 

bumper bar and the standard RM bumper bar 

at the same time. This is accomplished by fit-

ting the fixing bolt from behind through support 

bar, the backing bumper bar and into the 

threaded opening on the RM bumper. Then the 

assembly can be positioned over the bolt 

openings for the over riders and the assembly 

can be fitted together with the electro plated 

round headed bolts. The centre bars can then 

be fitted between the backing bumper bars into 

their brackets after that and the whole assem-

bly can be tweaked and the nuts and bolts 

tightened to make the bumper bar assembly 

firm. 

Above: the bumpers fitted 

Looking at the front end, the guards and bon-

net appear to carry on the straight lines of the 

running boards and the top of the bonnet looks 

even. Unfortunately the grill was still at the 

electro-plater past the time for the Torquetube 

to be published so a final picture of the assem-

bly will have to wait for the next edition of the 

magazine. 

Below:  Bonnet and guards lined up 
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For Sale 

This 1950 RMB was restored immaculately throughout about 8 years ago, by well known restor-

er from Townsville, Bill Bunt.  

Fellow Rileyites will know that Bill recently passed on and his wonderful wife, Beverley, is now 

reluctantly offering the car for sale. 

I know of no better Riley restoration than this one and those who knew Bill, will attest to his me-

ticulous attention to detail and his continual striving for perfection, whether it be engine, body, 

paintwork or instrumentation. 

Anyone interested in purchasing this car should contact Beverley Bunt on 07 4772 2469. The 
car is located in Townsville, Qld. The asking price is $27,000. 

And Wanted 

RMD/RMC bumper bar horns. Four are re-

quired. Please contact Phil Wyllie on 07 5499 

9826 or email: philip.w.wyllie@gmail.com 

Also desirable is an RMC fuel switch and the 

steering wheel centre piece with horn press, 

trafficator and high/low beam switch. 


